
Name/Purpose/Assumptions
Ideal Gas Law (IGL).  

Purpose. This equation is used to relate properties (pressure, temperature, density, mass, volume, …) for materials in 
the gas phase.

Assumptions. IGL applies for a gas when this gas can be idealized as a collection of molecules which do not exert 
any forces on each other except during collisions. Most real gases can be idealized as “ideal gases.” 

Equation/Terms

Density form of 
IGL

p = ρRT

 

p =  pressure (N/m2  abs)
ρ =  density (kg/m3 )
R =  specific gas constant (J/kgiK)
(look up for specific gas in Table A.4)
T =  temperature (K)

Mass form of IGL p∀ = mRT ∀ =  volume of gas (m3 )
m =  mass of gas (kg)

Mole form of IGL p∀ = nℜuT
 

n =  number of moles of gas (mol)
ℜu =  universal gas constant (8.314 J/moliK)

How to relate gas 
constants R = ℜu

M
M =  molar mass of gas (kg/mol)

Meaning
When a gas can be represented as an ideal gas, the properties of the gas depend only on the number of molecules (or 
atoms) present. These properties can be related via the above three eqns.

Application Notes
Units: 
Always use absolute pressure (not gage or vacuum pressure)
At elevation, use local atmospheric pressure; not pressure at sea level.
Always use thermodynamic (i.e. absolute) temperature (K or oR).

When is the IGL valid?  Most gases in the real world can modeled using the IGL. However, 
• Check for validity when temperature is low (near phase change temp) or pressure is high (many atmospheres)
• Be careful if gases are condensing (e.g. water vapor going to liquid water) or if a liquid is vaporizing (e.g. propane 

in a BBQ tank in liquid form is expanding to propane vapor)
• When gases are very hot, e.g. rocket nozzle exhaust, the gas can ionize or dissociate. Both of these effects can 

cause departures from ideal gas behavior. If gas temperates > 2000 K, consider checking with a specialist in gas 
dynamics.

• To determine if a gas is ideal, one can calculate the compressibility factor (Z). Learn more about this topic in a 
thermodynamics book or online.

Derivation
The IGL was found empirically. This means that scientists figured out the law by observation and experiment as 
opposed to deriving the law from known theory. However, the IGL can be derived from the kinetic theory of gases. 
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